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Create, Support, and Execute high quality camps to inspire and develop our nation’s future Engineers and STEM leaders
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2016 Accomplishments

- Air Force Camp-96 Students
- Army Camp-40 Students
- Marine Camp-39 Students
- 77 Posts sponsored at least 1 camper
- 35 Posts sponsored multiple campers
- 14 Posts sponsored campers out of their AOR
- Participation in USCG AIM
- Started preparation for 2017 Regional Camp in Pensacola
- Awarded over $20,000 in College Scholarships to Camp Alumni

Cumulative Since 2000

- Approximately 2,200 campers
- 36% attending or graduated from a Service Academy
- 28% Engineering Major at a Service Academy
- 25% College Engineer
- 30% ROTC
- Awarded over $105,000 in College Scholarships to Camp Alumni since 2011
2016-2017 Goals

- Execute 3 high quality camps
- Perform as a World Class STEM program
- Recruit at a national level
- Involve all Posts and Student Chapters
- Restart Navy Camp
- Expand Regional Camps with BSA using Atlanta model as an example and local Post involvement using this as a planning year and implementing first one in 2017
2016-2017 Work Plan

- Have Quarterly Update Phone Calls
- TME Articles on camper’s status now
- Capture information for all SAME Camps and STEM events and post to SAME web site
- Identify additional posts to sponsor Regional Resident/Non-Resident Camps
- Continue to work with SAME National and leverage members/contacts to restart Navy Camp
Summary

• We are here to BUILD our Nation’s future Engineers and STEM Professionals
• We want more involvement from the Posts and Student Chapters
• If you would like to assist by becoming a Committee Member and/or give us additional ideas please contact me:

Gerald Morris
gmorris@pennoni.com
850-463-7062